
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Aquatic Weed Harvester Australia  

East Coast Sidecar Roundup  
                 ~~a speedway sidecar series~~   
      
 

The East Coast Sidecar Roundup is a not-for-profit entity and is a speedway sidecar series that 
is run up and down the east coast of Australia. We have grown in popularity since 
commencing the series in 2015, that was formed to encourage and support the growth of 
sidecar racing for both juniors and seniors on the east coast. 
 
We have teams from all across the country race in our series as well as a number of teams 
from across the ditch in New Zealand. We expect to have four or five Kiwi teams racing in our 
series this year. Introducing Live Streaming this year will not only promote the sport across 
the world, but will expose our sponsors, supporters and race teams to the world audience. 
 
Our 4 round series for 2018 kicks off at the  
* Mick Doohan Raceway complex in Northgate, Qld on 15th September, followed by  
*Newcastle Showground on 13th October,  
*Albury on 3rd November and finishing at  
*Tamworth on 1st December.  
 
How many speedway fans can the city of Newcastle accommodate? Well we are about to find 
out when the Aquatic Weed Harvester Australia East Coast Sidecar Roundup (ECSR) rolls into 
town for Round 2 of the sidecar racing series on 13th October 2018. 
 
The Novocastrian township is set to host RD2 of the East Coast Sidecar Roundup speedway 
sidecar series with an international field set to chew up the Newcastle Showground on their 
methanol burning 180HP rocketships. This huge motorsport event will see speedway sidecar 
teams from most states of Australia, as well as 5 New Zealand teams heading across the ditch 
to battle it out with the Aussies.  
 
We would like to invite the Newcastle community to join the ECSR family, and be a part of this 
speedway sidecar spectacular. A family we are, and while it is s competitive series we run, it is 
all about participation, involvement and enjoyment both on and off the track.  
 
Packages.... 
You can be an advertiser for as little as $250 per Round and support the ECSR in bringing 
these handlebar heroes to a track near you to entertain you in a sidecar spectacular!!  
Want to do more....... why not be a Naming Rights Sponsor for one of the four rounds. With 
Aquatic Weed Harvester Australia being the series sponsor, there is still the local round 
sponsorship available for each round for just $500!! 
 
Want to spread your name further up & down the country; then why not become 
the ‘Broadcast Sponsor’ which may be a better fit for the Southern Cross Austereo and for a 
relatively small outlay, the network has the potential to be in front of 1,500,000 people at 
every round.  
 
Contact Jeff or Paul…….. 
Jeff Garnham 
(0412) 858666 
East Coast Sidecar Roundup  
 
Paul Slade  
(0428)103196 
East Coast Sidecar Roundup  
     *********SATURDAY NIGHT OCTOBER 13th IS SPEEDWAY NIGHT.........Be There!!********* 


